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B.Com. DEGREE (G.B.C.S.S.) EXAMINATION, II{ARCII 2019

Fourth Semester

Core Course 10-CAPITAL MARKET

(CommonforModeI,ModeiJH1ffi^::,:H]B"Com.DdgreeProgrammes)

Maximum Marks : 80Time : Three Hours

Part A

Answer all questions'

Each questinn canies l mark'

1. Define Money Market.

2. What is ICD ?

3. What do you mean by bonus issue ?

4. What is private placement'of shares ?

5. trxplain ESOP.

6" Expand DHRP.

7. Who is a bear ?

8. What do you mean by secondary market ?

9. What is screen based tradin g, ?

l-0. Name any two international stock exchanges.

(10 x 1" = l-0)

Part R

Answer anY eight questions.

Each question carcies 2 rrl'o'rk's'

11. What is a zero coupon bond ?

L2. What are non-voting right shares ?

13. What do you mean by Price band ?

L4. Differentiate between IPO and FPO"

15. Defrne a depository.

16. What is rematerialisation of shares ?

T\rrn over {'<
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17 . Give the meaning of financial disintermediation.

18. What do you mean by call money market ?

19. What is meant by over subscription of issue ?

20. Write a note on BSE.

21. What is a commercial paper ?

22. What do you mean by Sensex ?

23. Distinguish between Money Market and Capital Market.

24. What is certificate of deposits ? Give the features.

25. Explain book building process.

26. What is ASBA ? How does it work ?

27.Differentiatebetweenspeculation'andinvestment.

29. What is a stock index ? What does it mean ?

30. Explain the advantages of 'online'trading.

31. What are the functions of depository ?

(6 x 4=24)

Answer any two questions.

Each question carries 15 marhs.

32. Discuss the objectives and functions of SEBI.

33. What is a stock, exchange ? Explain its functions.

34. Give an account of the capital market reforms in India after 1991.

35. Explain the IPO process of a company.

(2x15=80)


